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Abstract

Speed of convergence of Newton�like iterations in an al�
gebraic domain can be a�ected heavily by the increas�
ing cost of each step� so much so that a quadratically
convergent algorithm with complex steps may be com�
parable to a slower one with simple steps� This note
gives two examples� solving algebraic and �rst�order or�
dinary di�erential equations using the MACSYMA al�
gebraic manipulation system� demonstrating this phe�
nomenon� The relevant programs are exhibited in the
hope that they might give rise to more widespread ap�
plication of these techniques�

� Newton Iteration in a Power

Series Domain

Newton iteration is a powerful tool for developing ap�
proximations to solutions of various types of equations�
Recently� the case of iteration in a power series domain
has been studied in some detail as a notion relevant
especially in the �eld of computer�aided algebraic com�
putation�
It has been shown by Kung and Traub ��	 that there

are fast procedures for �nding Taylor�series type expan�
sions for any algebraic function� Based on a reduction
of an arbitrary algebraic problem to a 
regular� prob�
lem� their paper then uses a Newton iteration to solve
the problem 
fast�� The theorem below provides a con�
structive procedure for computing the expansion of a
regular problem� In the next section we describe how
to extend this type of iteration to �rst order di�erential
equations�

�

One of our interests here is to see if the asymptot�
ically 
fast� algorithms are� in practice� faster than
more naive ones� especially on simple inputs� A sec�
ond motivation for this paper is to provide simple im�
plementations of linearly and quadratically convergent
iterations in a popular algebraic manipulation system
�MACSYMA� The theorems we state have been de�
rived and proved elsewhere� and are quoted for refer�
ence�
We quote from a reference ���	�

Theorem � Let f�x be a polynomial with coe�cients
in a power series domain D � F��t		� By this we denote
the domain of truncated power series in t with coe��
cients in F� Let � in F be an O�t approximation to a
root of f�x� �i�e� x � � is a solution to f�x � � when
t � ��� Furthermore� suppose that � satis�es f ��� �� �
when t � � and where the prime indicates di�erentia�
tion with respect to x�
Then the sequence of iterates x�� x� � � � de�ned by

x� �� �

xk ��

�
xk�� �

f�xk��

f ��xk��

�
mod t�

k

k � �

has the property that xk is an O�t�
k

 approximation to
x�

The next theorem provides what is� at �rst glance�
an inferior procedure�

Theorem � Under the same hypotheses as theorem 	�
the sequence of iterates

x� �� a

xk ��

�
xk�� �

f�xk��

f ��x�

�
mod tk�� k � �

has the property that xk is an O�t
k�� approximation

to x�

�



That is� the iteration of theorem �� the Newton it�
eration� converges quadratically� the iteration of theo�
rem �� which we will refer to as the Hensel iteration�
converges linearly� Note� however� that the Hensel iter�
ation does not require recomputation of f �� Thus each
of the �far more numerous steps is less expensive�
There have been several papers analyzing the choice

between linear and quadratic convergence of Hensel�
Newton� �also referred to as Zassenhaus successive ap�
proximations� These discussions have involved poly�
nomial greatest�common�divisor and factoring algo�
rithms� This paper provides another related area in
which it pays to compare these two iterations� To jump
ahead� the quadratically convergent algorithm is only
marginally faster than the linear one� and is sometime
slower�
The iteration is actually more general than we have

indicated� In fact� f�x need not be a polynomial in x
but can include any function which can be expanded
as a power series in x� as long as the required initial
point can be found�

� Di�erential Equations

We can solve di�erential equations with a similar it�
eration� Consider solving the equation g�x�� x� t ��
x��f�x� t � � � We can expand g in a two�dimensional
Taylor series in the variables x� and x at the 
point�
�xk� x�k�

� � g�x�� x� t
� x� � f�x� t
� x�k � f�xk� t � �x� � x�k � �x� xk��fx�xk� t � � � �

Solving for ek � x�xk provides a basis for a Newton
iteration for the solution of di�erential equations� Ged�
des ��	 proceeds in a somewhat more general fashion�
but we abstract the simpler

Theorem � Let the initial�value problem

x� � f�x � �� x�� � �

be such that f�x is a polynomial in the domain D�x	
with coe�cients in a power series domain D � F��t		
and where � � F� Then the sequence of iterates
x� �� �� x�� � � � � xk�� �� xk � ek� converges to a for�
mal power series solution to x� � f�x where ek � F��t		
is the solution of the linear ordinary di�erential equa�
tion

e�k�f ��xkek � �x�k�f�xk mod �t�
k

 ek�� � ��

Furthermore� xk is an O�t�
k

 approximation to x�

Note that the �rst�order linear di�erential equation

y� � g�ty � h�t

satisfying y�� � � can be solved by the integrating
factor method� Let

��t � e

R
t

�

g���d�
�

Then

y�t �
�

��t

�Z t

�

��� h�� d�

�
�

These computations can be done in a power series do�
main� Details in the form of a program are given in the
next section�
A much simpler but only linearly convergent itera�

tion is described in the next theorem� based on Picard
iteration� as discussed in any elementary di�erential
equations text�

Theorem � Under the same hypotheses as theorem

� the sequence of iterates� x� �� �� x� � � � � xk�� ��R
f�x

k
dt mod tk�� converges to a formal power series

solution to x� � f�x� Furthermore� xk is an O�tk��
approximation to x�

Again� details in the form of a quite simple program�
are given in the next section�

� Programs

These programs are perhaps less than self�explanatory�
but the basic notational conventions used in the current
MACSYMA top�level language resemble Algol����
Nearly all statements are treated as expressions and

thus have values� The value of an assignment statement
is its right�hand�side� The functions used and de�ned
below evaluate all arguments if they have values� oth�
erwise use their arguments literally�
Procedures are de�ned by ��� and local variables

are declared within square brackets inside a proce�
dure block� The assignment operator is a colon
��� The command subst�a�b�e� substitutes b for
a in e� The parallel substitution of several val�
ues is done by subst��a�b�c�d��e�� The command
taylor�a�b�c�d� expands a in a series in the vari�
able b about the point c up to degree d� For exam�
ple� taylor�sin�x��x����� produces the expression
x� x��� � � � ��
The command horner converts an expression to a


Horner�s Rule� arrangement �e�g� horner�x	
�x��

� x�x � � � �� Since we are using substitution as
a simple implementation of composition of Taylor se�
ries� it seems appropriate to make this chore somewhat
less expensive by using horner� An asymptotically
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faster technique is discussed in reference �� Undoubt�
edly some signi�cant factor could be obtained by coding
this more closely to the representation�

The symbol � is used for ���� and comments are de�
limited by �� and ��� Finally� we found it convenient�

and a particular time�saver� to write a short program
to tinker with the Macsyma system data�type used to
represent Taylor series� At critical places in the pro�
gram we must convert the truncation level of a series
to another �higher precision� This is done by a ��
line Lisp program �not shown in the listings which we
called tweek� The command tweek�s�n� changes the
Taylor series s to precision n� which is presumed to be
higher than its current precision� If s is already a Tay�
lor series in t about �� then tweek�s�n� is equivalent
to taylor�s�t���n�� but takes essentially no time� It
modi�es an existing data structure rather than con�
structing a new one� The use of tweek on some sim�
ple examples provided a factor of � speedup� Timings
must be dealt with carefully� although we have tried
to use the simplest correct programs� the underlying
complexity of algebraic manipulation systems suggest
that another factor of � could easily be hidden in some
redundant computation� Such discoveries have altered
our recommendation of the choice of algorithm twice
during the research reported on here�

��� Algebraic and Transcendental

Root��nders

�� Newtonroot and Henselroot each finds x�t�

such that f�x��� mod �t	�n����

Aroot� �given� must satisfy f�aroot���

and f��aroot��� mod �t��

Newtonroot uses a quadratically convergent

iteration� Hensel uses a linearly convergent

iteration� ��

�� ��������������NEWTONROOT�����������������

newtonroot�f�x�t�aroot�n���block��s�deg�ex�df��

�� check initial conditions of theorem ��

if �subst��x�aroot�t����f���� or

�subst��x�aroot�t�����df�diff�f�x������

then return�

print��can�t expand�� f� �at� � aroot���

��set up iteration ��

ex�horner�x�f�df��

�� note� ex will be recomputed in the loop��

s�aroot� deg���

while deg � n d do ��s is a mod�deg� approx ��

�deg�min�
��deg����n��

�� promote s to higher approx� ��

s�taylor�subst�x�tweek�s�deg��ex��t���deg���

return�s���

�� ��������������HENSELROOT�����������������

henselroot�f�x�t�aroot�n��� block��s�deg�ex�df��

�� check initial conditions of theorem ��

if �subst��x�aroot�t����f���� or

�df�subst��x�aroot�t����diff�f�x�����

then return�

print��can�t expand�� f� �at ��aroot���

ex�horner�x�f�subst�aroot�x�df���

�� note� ex is fixed��

s�aroot� deg���

while deg � n do

�deg� deg��

s� taylor�subst�x�tweek�s�deg��ex��t���deg���

return�s���

Here�s a sample problem� f�x � x���x��� t� For
the Newton iteration� we use the following formula for
successive approximations s in the program above�

s ��
s� � t� �

�s � �

Realizing that these iterations are done in a power�
series domain� they work out� to degree �� as follows
�this is a trace produced by Macsyma�

s set to ��

s set to ��� t� � � �

s set to �� � t� t� � �t� � � � �

s set to
�� � t� t� � �t� � �t� � ��t	 � ��t
 � ���t� � � � �

For the Hensel iteration� linear convergence is the
rule� so that to produce the degree � result� � itera�
tions are used instead of �� Each iteration tacks on one
more term� However� the iteration is the much simpler
formula

s �� ��s � �s � t� �

The table below gives the times taken by MACSYMA
to use each of the algebraic programs to solve the equa�
tion f�x � x� � �x� �� t for x as a power series in t
about t � �� The command� for degree n looks like

newtonroot�x	
���x�
�t�x�t���n��

�



Degree Time in Seconds
Newton Hensel

� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����

Note that the Newton iteration is generally superior
to Hensel� although not by as much as the quadratic
convergence might lead you to think� Also note that as
the number of terms increases beyond a power�of�two
degree� the cost of the Newton iteration nearly doubles�
�e�g� note the di�erence between degree � and �� or ��
and ���
The times given above are for a VAX ���� computer

running Macsyma on the UNIX ���BSD operating sys�
tem� Franz Lisp Opus ��� Lisp garbage collection times
have been excluded from the timings�

��� First Order ODE solvers

�� Each of the two programs below solve

x��f�t�x�� x����a� ��

�����NEWTONFODE �first order ODE� �����

newtonfode�f�x�t�a��n���block��s�deg�hh�uu��

deg��� s�a��

while deg � n do

��s is a mod�t	deg� approx to x� ��

�deg�min�
�deg��n��

s�tweek�s�deg��

hh��diff�s�t��taylor�subst�x�s�f��t� �� deg��

uu�taylor��e	integrate�

taylor�

subst�x�s��diff�f�x���t���deg��

t��t���deg��

s�s��uu��integrate�uu�hh�t����

return�s���

����PICARD �linearly convergent� �����

Degree Time in Seconds
Newton Hensel

� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����
�� ���� ����

picard�f�x�t�a��n���

block��s�deg��

deg���s�a��

while deg � n do

�s�tweek�s�deg�deg���

s�integrate�

taylor�subst�x�s�f��t���deg��t��a��

return�taylor�s�t���n����

The next table provides some comparison times for
solving �rst order di�erential equations� Here we are
solving a Ricatti di�erential equation

x� � � � t� � �xt� x�� x�� � �

whose solution is x � t� ����� t� or in series�

� � �t� t� � t� � t� � � � �� tk � � � � �

Note that the linear Picard iteration is often faster�
although quadratic convergence catches up eventually�
The Newton iteration again increases in cost sharply

across the power�of�two degree transition points� but
eventually becomes less expensive than Picard itera�
tion�
The times listed above are for the same VAX ����

computer system�

� Problems and Further Tech�

niques

In an earlier paper ��	� we ignored the details of over�
coming some problems in using iterative techniques for
algebraic problems� referring the reader to Kung and
Traub ��	� Let us return to an example similar to one

�



in ��	 which� as we pointed out� was not amenable to
Newton�iteration solution because it did not satisfy the
two conditions on f and f ��

f�x � x� � t��x� � � ��

The equation �f�x mod t � � has the solution x �
�� But f ��x mod t � �x� � � when x � �� Yet a
power series type solution for this equation exists� �in
fact� three� one of which is

x � t �
t�

�
�

t�

��
� � � �

The essential step in solving this problem is to use the
Newton Polygon procedure ��	 to convert this problem
to

�x� � t�x� � � ��

which has a solution

�x � �� �
t

�
�

t�

��
�

t�

���
�
�t


����
�

�t�

�����
� � � � �

This solution is related to the original one by

x � �t�x�

Also available routinely are the other two solutions
which can be described using the symbol � for either
of the two primitive roots of ��� �� �The third root is
� � ��� These solutions are�

x � ��
�� � �t

�
�
�t�

��
�
�� � �t�

���
�
��t


����
�
��� � �t�

�����
�

Unfortunately� the Newton Polygon procedure is
rather complex and has one component which is nor�
mally expressed graphically� Except in simple some�
what contrived cases� it generally requires algebraic
number computation� A proprietary version of this al�
gorithm has been coded and included in the Symbolics
Corp� version of MACSYMA� in the command 
Tay�
lorsolve� ��	�
Kung and Traub in ��	 also settle other issues of rel�

evance by dealing with multivalued expansions� expan�
sions at points other than the origin� and degenerate
cases where f�x is not irreducible�
A complete resolution of all the special checks by

means of a computer program appears to be� with the
exception of algebraic number computation� practical
and desirable�

� Notes on Tools and Timings

As far as the tools in MACSYMA or similar programs
for handling series� it appears that systems should pro�
vide appropriate access to the data structures on power

series for the operations of change of order� composi�
tion� di�erentiation� and integration� E�cient versions
of these operations are not conveniently available in
MACSYMA� For change of order we wrote a special
program called 
tweek�� For composition in MAC�
SYMA we used 
subst� even though it does not use
the e�cient Taylor�series representation� An internal
program pscsubst uses the Taylor�series representa�
tion and is faster but could not be simply adapted for
general use� �We experimented with pscsubst� Let
ex be a ��th degree expansion of ex� and st a ��th
degree expansion of sin t� Substituting st for x in ex
took ���� seconds in a naive fashion using subst� but
only ��� seconds if we �rst restructure ex using horner�
By constrast� it takes ��� seconds using the internal
pcsubst� Since the size and density of this test exceeds
that of any of the sub�problems in our earlier timings�
we do not expect we would get a great speedup by us�
ing pscsubst� After �xing a minor bug� di�erentiation
of Taylor series in MACSYMA worked as intended� in�
tegration� however� did not maintain the Taylor�series
format as it should�
Another tool which would be useful is a published

complete implementation of the Newton Polygon pro�
cedure��e�g� ��	� ��	�

� Conclusions and Future Work

Although we have found that in some contexts� ex�
pansions can be performed more rapidly� to low order
at least� by methods already in MACSYMA� the tech�
niques in ��	 provide a set of tools� and a rather sub�
stantial theoretical basis for truncated power series ex�
pansions as solutions to algebraic equations� By means
of approximating polynomials� one can solve certain
transcendental equations also� Note that in ��	� the
Newton�based algorithms are shown to be asymptoti�
cally fast� yet this may not be particularly relevant in
practice� Asymptotically�many terms in a power series
may not be interesting� and in fact many applications
require only a very few terms � enough to provide one
term in the �nal result�
Extensions of the ordinary di�erential equations pro�

grams for expansions in other frameworks also provides
a fruitful area for investigation� For example� expan�
sions of solutions around ordinary points� regular sin�
gularities� and irregular singularities of unit rank of sec�
ond order ODE�s are developed in two of the references
���	 ��	� Providing a complete complement of tools
ranging from closed form to series solutions to numer�
ical solutions� should be one of the goals of algebraic
manipulation systems in the next few years� �Since the
�rst draft of this paper was written in ����� in fact�
some progress has been made on closed form solutions�
See� for example� ��	� ��	

�



In summary� these iterative tools should be more
widely used than they are� their applicability can and
should be extended to help solve iterative algebraic and
transcendental equations� and di�erential equations�
While we have illustrated only the simplest forms� it
is straightforward to extend these examples to compu�
tations over systems of equations� and even to exploit
parallel processors�
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Appendix

This is a listing of the 
tweek� program�

�� tweek�h�n� changes the truncation upper degree

�� of a taylor series h to degree n�

�� e�g� if f�taylor��x�x������

�� f� tweek�f�
��� then

�� f is same as taylor��x�x���
���

�defun �tweek �h n�

�cond

��atom h��� do nothing

��memq �trunc �car h��

�� patch Macsyma�s taylor series

��representation in 
 places�

�rplaca �car �cadaar�cdddr�cdar h���� n�

�or �numberp �cadr h��

�� don�t change a constant powerseries

�rplaca �car �cadddr h�� n��

�� h�

�setq taylor�simplifier nil�

�


